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Record prices are getting to be an
expected outcome of auctions
organized by Swann's African-
American department. Its sale on
October 8, 2009, did not
disappoint. Six new records were
achieved; a seventh was a record
by default because it was the arst
time out on the secondary market
for the artist.

The sale was also notable for the
ave institutional purchases that
were among its 21 top lots.
Museum curators all over the
country have collections that
need these important works in
order to tell the whole story of
American art. As of this writing,
however, Swann had not been
cleared to identify any of the
institutions that bought this
time.

Collectors purchased 15 of the
remaining top 21 lots. That leaves
one dealer-purchased lot among
them. It was a small (10½" x
13¾") untitled oil painting on
cardstock by Henry Ossawa
Tanner that sold to Michael
Rosenfeld of New York City for $33,600 (including buyer's premium). A
scene of a dooded river at dusk, it was termed "a nocturne" by Rosenfeld.

"It's very beautiful, really truly exquisite," Rosenfeld said later. "I was very
surprised that I was able to buy it. It's a very special painting."

The provenance showed it was from an unexpected source, a private
English collection. It's not the arst time that Swann's department
director, Nigel Freeman, has found signiacant consignments outside the
United States. International recognition of the importance of African-
American art is the next milestone to be reached in the marketplace.

The sale's top lot, at $288,000, was a sculpture carved in red cedar by
Elizabeth Catlett (b. 1915). Homage to My Young Black Sisters is the
arst of her life-size works to come to auction, and it was one of the last
monumental works of hers still in private hands. Now it is in a new pair
of private hands. Its buyer was a collector, Nigel Freeman said.

The date of the sculpture is signiacant. It was created in 1968-69 while
Catlett was living in Mexico City, the place where in October 1968
Olympic sprinters Tommie Smith and John Carlos controversially raised
their leather-gloved asts in the Black Power salute while on the podium
to receive their respective gold and bronze medals. Catlett's Homage is an
abstraction of a female form, which has a clenched ast raised
heavenward. According to Melanie Anne Herzog, author of Elizabeth
Catlett: An American Artist in Mexico (2000), Homage has become an
icon of the period.

The previous two record sales of Catlett
works, set at Swann in 2006 and 2007, were
also sculptures of female forms. The artist,
who still lives and works in Mexico, has
produced sculpture in wood, mostly of
women, since the mid-1950's. She also
continues to make prints, and there were four
in this sale, including Negro es Bello (Black is
Beautiful), $3600; Survivor, $3120; Cartas,
$5040; and Three Women of America, $3840.

The sale's cover lot was John Biggers's 1987 oil
and acrylic painting Shotguns. Also illustrated
in a pullout spread inside the catalog, it went
to a collector for a new artist's record of
$216,000 (est. $200,000/250,000). Its title
refers to the shotgun style of housing that it
depicts. Typically these constructions have
one room leading into the next without
hallways. The name supposedly derives from
the fact that a bullet, if ared through the front
door, would pass uninterruptedly out the
back door. The name may also be a corruption
of an African word, shogon, meaning "God's
house." In any case, it is recognized today as an
African-American contribution to architecture, suited to hot climates
where breezes are most appreciated.

Biggers, a North Carolina native, has depicted this type of house more
than once. In this rendering, ave African-American women stand in a
row on their respective front porches, each of them holding a miniature
version of the same type of house. Behind them are the roofs of 28 more
shotguns in a composition that resembles a patchwork quilt. In an essay
published in the catalog for a Biggers 1995-97 retrospective, organized by
the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, the painting was compared to
another that uses agures and indigenous architecture as themes—Grant
Wood's American Gothic.

One never knows if collector purchases will eventually be gifts to
institutions. A 1973 work by Barkley L. Hendricks, Bid 'Em In/Slave
(Angie), will deanitely go to the unnamed public collection that bought
it for an artist's record of $144,000 (est. $60,000/90,000). Since the late
1960's, Hendricks has painted life-size portraits like this one, which
measures 72" x 50" and depicts an African-American woman in shorts,
tall boots, and a sleeveless sports jersey that reads "SLAVE" where one
would expect a team name to be. The background of the oil and acrylic
on canvas is a dissonant bubblegum pink.

Between now and January 3, the arst career retrospective of Barkley's
work is on view at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in
Philadelphia. After that, it travels to the Contemporary Arts Museum
Houston, where it will be up from January 30 through April 10. For
more information, see the Web site of the institution that organized it,
the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University
(www.nasher.duke.edu/exhibitions_hendricks.php).

Another institutional purchase, at an artist's record $40,800 (est.
$40,000/60,000), was Augusta Savage's Gamin. The small (9" tall)
bronze-painted plaster bust depicts an African-American boy in a cap
jauntily pushed to one side of his head. The circa 1929 sculpture was
reportedly discovered in 1942 in a shop in Chicago by the consignor's
father.

This sale marked the arst time that photographs by Cornelius Marion
Battey have come to auction. Silver prints of Frederick Douglass, Booker
T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois, and an anonymous sharecropper, dating
from circa 1895 to circa 1920, brought from $9000 (for Du Bois) to
$1560 (for Douglass).

"[Battey's] portrait of Du Bois is now considered the iconic image of the
early civil rights activist," the catalog noted. The price of the Du Bois
establishes the arst auction record for Battey.

All four prints were recently discovered in the bottom of a cedar chest in
the Battey family's attic in Tuskegee, Alabama, near Tuskegee University.
A teacher, artist, historian, and mentor to a generation of African-
American photographers, Battey was the arst head of the university's
photography department, appointed in 1916. He remained at Tuskegee
until his death in 1927.

Two abstract works by Norman Lewis (1909-1979) sold to collectors: a
1952 oil on canvas, Sinister Doings by Gaslight, that fetched $78,000
(est. $75,000/ 100,000); and a 1958-59 work in oil, pen, and ink on wove
paper, Untitled (Dancing Figures), that made $15,600 (est.
$15,000/25,000). A third Lewis work, Untitled (Blue Waves), went to an
institution at $9600 (est. $10,000/15,000). The 26" x 40" oil on wove
paper was from 1964.

Charles White's Native Son, a small (8½" x 11") tempera on cardstock,
went to a collector at $38,400 (est. $10,000/15,000). Inspired by the
Richard Wright novel of the same name, the 1941 social-realist portrait
of an African-American man in tormented prayer is one of the earliest
paintings by the artist to come to auction.

During the period that White created this work, he and his then wife,
Elizabeth Catlett, lived in Chicago, where they interacted with Wright
and many other artists. Lesser known than the Harlem Renaissance, a
parallel Chicago Renaissance was taking place, and White and Catlett
were briedy part of it.

This Swann sale was a relatively small one for this department, 116 lots,
80% of which sold for $1,375,941, not counting any post-sale deals.
Several of the passed lots were major ones. One was White's circa 1966
Love Is a Naked Shadow (est. $120,000/ 150,000), a large (51½" x 30½")
portrait of a pregnant woman in charcoal and crayon on illustration
board. It came to the sale from the collection of Evelyn N. Boulware.
Like Native Son, it has a title that alludes to a literary work. The line is
from a Langston Hughes poem, "Song for a Dark Girl."

White's charcoal John Brown from the collection of George and Joyce
Wein didn't and a buyer, either. The 30" x 21¾" study for the now lost
1940-41 Federal Arts Project mural Technique to Serve the Struggle was
signed and dated 1938 and estimated at $75,000/100,000.

Jacob Lawrence's The Legend of John Brown, a portfolio of 22 color
screenprints that tells the abolitionist's story, did sell, under estimate, at
$84,000. One of 60 signed and numbered copies, it went to a collector.
The price was considerably less than what Swann got for another copy of
the same work on February 6, 2007. That one sold for $156,000, which
remains the record.

Ernie Barnes, who died in April 2009, was represented by Untitled
(Youth with Basketball), which sold to a collector for $18,000 (est.
$8000/12,000). The 24" x 18" oil on canvas dates from circa 1970.
Barnes, known for his sports scenes, played in the National Football
League for the San Diego Chargers and the Denver Broncos until the
mid-1960's. In turning to art, Barnes was not trying something entirely
new for him; becoming an artist had been his arst career choice while
growing up in postwar North Carolina. It was his dream deferred. But,
according to an interview published in USA Today in 1995, he had been
warned away from pursuing art by elders who didn't see the choice as
realistic for an African-American. "There was no such thing in the
neighborhood as a gallery," Barnes was quoted as saying. "Art was
somebody who lived down the street."

For more information, contact Swann at (212) 254-4710 or visit
(www.swanngalleries.com).

Originally published in the January 2010 issue of Maine Antique Digest.
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